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The stability of oblique detonation waves (ODWs) is a fundamental problem, and resistance of ODWs against disturbances is
crucial for oblique detonation engines in high-speed propulsion. In this work, numerical studies on ODW stability in disturbed
flows are conducted using the two-dimensional reactive Euler equations with a two-step induction-reaction kinetic model. Two
kinds of flow disturbances are, respectively, introduced into the steady flow field to assess ODW stability, including upstream
transient high-pressure disturbance (UTHD) and downstream jet flow disturbance (DJFD) with different durations. Generally,
an ODW is susceptible to disturbances at larger wedge angles and stable at smaller wedge angles. In the unstable wedge angle
range, different ODW structures and transition patterns are obtained after disturbances, including different locations of the
primary triple points, different numbers of the steady triple points on the wave surface, and different transition patterns from
the leading oblique shock wave to the ODW. It is found that the primary triple point tends to move upstream for the
disturbances that can form a local strong detached bow shock wave near the wedge tip. In contrast, the wave surface and the
transition pattern are susceptible to all of the disturbances introduced in this study. Despite the unstable responses of the
ODWs to the disturbances, the ODWs can keep standing stability after disturbances, which is beneficial to the propulsion
application of ODWs.

1. Introduction

Standing stability of ODWs is important for oblique detona-
tion engines because it involves the realization of its advan-
tages in hypersonic propulsion, including fast heat release
and high thermodynamic cycle efficiency. A standing ODW
should first satisfy the requirement of the wedge angle
according to Pratt et al. [1]; that is, the wedge angle should
lie between the minimum value called the Chapman-
Jouguet (CJ) wedge angle and the maximum value called the
detachment wedge angle. However, according to Ghorbanian
and Sterling [2], the maximum allowable wedge angle should
be less than the detachment wedge angle if a secondary CJ
ODW forms following the leading shock. If the ODW initia-
tion condition is not considered, the minimum wedge angle
is not actually limited by the CJ wedge angle, according to
Ashford and Emanuel [3]. In this situation, the ODW angle

will remain constant at the CJ wave angle as the wedge angle
decreases below the CJ wedge angle, with the Taylor rarefac-
tion waves following the ODW itself. A series of studies on
ODW structures [4–16] demonstrate ODW characteristics.

The aforementioned studies are based on two-
dimensional flow fields. If a conical shock wave is considered,
the flow field will differ from the wedge flow to some extent
due to the curvature effect and the presence of the Taylor-
Maccoll flow [9, 17, 18]. In addition to the wedge flow and
conical flow, the spherical flow is another major concern
for ODW initiation and standing stability. For the spherical
flow, experiments on hypervelocity projectiles were compre-
hensively conducted by some researchers [19–23]. They
conducted a series of parameter studies and investigated the
criticality of stabilized ODWs around a spherical projectile.
All of these results provide important benefits for ODW
applications in propulsion.
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One feature of a stabilized ODW is its stability or resis-
tance to disturbances. If an ODW cannot maintain standing
stabilization when experiencing additional disturbances, pro-
pulsion using ODW will be meaningless because, during a
flight process, changes in the inflow conditions and flow dis-
turbances are usually inevitable. The previous studies on the
ODW disturbance resistance examined responses of ODWs
to transient disturbances inside the flow field (see Li et al.
[4], Fusina et al. [24], Teng et al. [25], Liu et al. [12], and
Miao et al. [26]) or to nonuniform or nonconstant boundary
conditions (see Fang et al. [27] and Yang et al. [28]).
Recently, the influence of geometric disturbances on ODWs
has also been investigated [29, 30]. For the transient distur-
bances, all of the papers indicated that an ODW is resilient
to disturbances and can recover to its original state. However,
Liu et al. [31] demonstrated the hysteresis phenomenon of
the ODW recently. That means an ODW structure is not
totally independent of the initial condition. ODW stability
to inflow disturbances obtained by earlier studies [4, 12,
24–26] was probably due to the selected small wedge angles
for which the ODWs are inherently stable or because of the
transient feature of the disturbances giving insufficient time
to trigger instability. Therefore, this study will introduce
different kinds of flow disturbances at different wedge angles
to investigate when and how an ODW becomes unstable to
disturbances.

2. Numerical Treatment

The governing equations to be numerically solved are the
two-dimensional unsteady reactive Euler equations given as
follows.

The continuity equation is

∂ρ
∂t

+ ∂ ρuð Þ
∂x

+ ∂ ρvð Þ
∂y

= 0, ð1Þ

where ρ, u, v, t, x, and y are the density, the x-direction veloc-
ity, the y-direction velocity, the time, the x coordinate, and
the y coordinate, respectively.

The conservation equation of x-direction momentum is

∂ ρuð Þ
∂t

+ ∂ ρu2 + p
� �

∂x
+ ∂ ρuvð Þ

∂y
= 0, ð2Þ

where p is the static pressure.

The conservation equation of y-direction momentum is

∂ ρvð Þ
∂t

+ ∂ ρuvð Þ
∂x

+ ∂ ρv2 + p
� �

∂y
= 0: ð3Þ

The conservation equation of energy is

∂ ρeð Þ
∂t

+ ∂ u ρe + pð Þ½ �
∂x

+ ∂ v ρe + pð Þ½ �
∂y

= 0, ð4Þ

where e is the specific total energy and is described in
Equation (6).

The equation of state for perfect gas is

p = ρRT , ð5Þ

where R and T are the gas constant and the static tempera-
ture, respectively. Thus, the specific total energy can be
written as

e = p
ρ γ − 1ð Þ + u2 + v2

� �
2 − RT0~q, ð6Þ

where γ, T0, and ~q are the specific heat ratio, the static tem-
perature of the oncoming flow, and the dimensionless local
heat release (using RT0 for normalization, i.e., ~q = q/RT0,
where q is the dimensional local heat release), respectively.

A two-step induction-reaction kinetic model proposed by
Ng et al. [32] and widely used in oblique detonation simula-
tion [14, 33] consisting of a thermally neutral induction step
and a heat release step is employed which allows us to easily
change the induction length simply by modifying the

Table 1: Numerical parameter setup.

Inflow Mach number, M∞
Inflow static temperature, T∞

(K)
Inflow static pressure, P∞

(pa)
Specific heat ratio, γ

Dimensionless
heat release, ~Q

4.0 650 20000 1.2 8

Dimensionless activation
energy of the induction step,
EI/RTS

Dimensionless activation
energy of the heat release

step, ER/RTS

Induction length
corresponding to a CJ
detonation, ΔI (mm)

Thermal pulse width
corresponding to a CJ
detonation, ΔR (mm)

Gas constant,
R (J/kg·K)

4.8 1.0 2.12 0.95 377.9
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Figure 1: The computational domain.
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reaction rate constant of the induction step. The reaction rate
equations for both steps are given as

∂ ρξð Þ
∂t

+ ∂ ρuξð Þ
∂x

+ ∂ ρvξð Þ
∂y

=H 1 − ξð ÞρkI exp EI
1

RTS
−

1
RT

� �� �
,

∂ ρλð Þ
∂t

+ ∂ ρuλð Þ
∂x

+ ∂ ρvλð Þ
∂y

= 1 −H 1 − ξð Þ½ �ρkR 1 − λð Þ exp −ER
RT

� �
,

ð7Þ

where ξ, kI, and EI are the reaction progress variable (indicat-
ing the finishing degree of the current step), the reaction rate
constant, and the activation energy of the induction step,
respectively, and λ, kR, and ER are that of the heat release

step, respectively. Note that the reaction rate constants kI
and kR control the induction length and the thermal pulse
width, respectively. Usually, the induction length corre-
sponding to a CJ detonation, ΔI, and the thermal pulse width
corresponding to a CJ detonation, ΔR, are used to reflect the
values of kI and kR, respectively. In this study, the grid reso-
lution satisfies that there are 32 grid points in ΔI (with the
grid convergence test given in Section 3). TS is the tempera-
ture inside the induction region. Hð1 − ξÞ is a step function
written as

H 1 − ξð Þ =
1 if ξ < 1,
0 if ξ < 1:

(
ð8Þ
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Figure 2: Evolution of the flow field after UTHD at θ = 32∘. (a) t = 0 (the disturbance has just been introduced into the flow field), (b) t =
200Δt, (c) t = 300Δt, (d) t = 400Δt, (e) t = 500Δt, (f) t = 700Δt, (g) t = 1500Δt, and (h) steady state after the disturbance.
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Clearly, at any instant, the local heat release ~q or q sat-
isfies ~q = λ~Q or q = λQ, where ~Q and Q are the dimensionless
and dimensional total heat released by the reactant
(~Q =Q/RT0), respectively.

The governing equations above are numerically solved
using an open-source adaptive mesh refinement computa-
tional fluid dynamic program called AMROC [34] which is
based on the finite volume method. The block-structured
adaptive mesh refinement technique of AMROC makes
high-resolution capture of discontinuities in the flow field
possible. Discretization is conducted using the MUSCL-

Hancock scheme which is second-order accurate, together
with the hybrid Roe scheme as the Riemann solver. In order
to ensure total variation diminishing (TVD) properties, a van
Albada slope limiter is employed. The Godunov splitting
method is used to treat the source term so as to overcome
the problem of stiff chemistry. The parameter setup is listed
in Table 1. The AMROC program with the two-step
induction-reaction kinetic model has also been used by Li
et al. [35, 36] to investigate detonation reflection. The com-
putational domain is shown in Figure 1. The left and top
boundaries are the inflow boundaries, and the bottom
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Figure 4: Evolution of the flow field after DJFD of 100Δt at θ = 32∘. (a) t = 100Δt (the jet flow has just been turned off), (b) t = 900Δt, (c)
t = 2100Δt, (d) t = 5700Δt, (e) t = 16200Δt, and (f) steady state after the disturbance.
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Figure 3: Grid convergence test at θ = 32∘. (a) Undisturbed steady flow field for 64 pts/ΔI and (b) steady flow field after UTHD for 64 pts/ΔI.
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boundary in the range of 0mm ≤ x ≤ 130mm is a fixed wall.
The angle between the inflow direction and the horizontal
direction, θ, represents the wedge angle. θ can vary so that
different wedge angles can be tested. The right boundary
and the bottom boundary in the range of −20mm ≤ x < 0
mm are the outflow boundaries on which the flow field vari-
ants are extrapolated from the inside.

In this study, all the original steady flow fields are
obtained through the following method: an inert shock wave
is obtained by turning off the chemical reactions, and then an
ODW is obtained by turning on the reactions in the cold
flow. As introduced in Section 1, we will introduce different
kinds of flow disturbances into the original steady flow fields.
To be specific, the flow disturbances include an upstream
transient high-pressure region (UTHD) and a downstream
jet flow (DJFD). UTHD is within a rectangular zone of −10
mm ≤ x < 0mm and 0mm ≤ y < 20mmwhere the local static
pressure P is 10 times the inflow static pressure P∞. DJFD is
located in the range of 10mm ≤ x ≤ 20mm on the bottom
boundary. The jet is a sonic flow normal to the bottom
boundary, at a static pressure 10 times that of the inflow,
and with other parameters the same as that of the inflow.
In this study, the jet’s lasting period is variable in different
cases to check the effects, including 100 time steps, 200 time
steps, and 500 time steps. The time step Δt is controlled by
the Courant number. In this study, the Courant number of
0.95 is used, which is corresponding to a time step of approx-
imately 10-7 seconds. All of the results in this study are
presented in the form of numerical schlieren, ∂ρ/∂y.

3. Results and Discussion

Three different wedge angles including θ = 32∘, θ = 31∘, and
θ = 30∘ are tested in this study. In the following, the results

of the θ = 32∘ case are given. Figure 2 shows the evolution
of the flow field after UTHD. At t = 0, a high-pressure distur-
bance region of P = 10P∞ is introduced in the upstream of
the leading shock of the original steady ODW at θ = 32∘, as
shown in Figure 2(a). In Figure 2(a), the wave surface of
the ODW has three steady triple points, indicated by TP1,
TP2, and TP3, respectively. TP1 is the primary triple point.
Since TP1, TP2, and TP3 are all steady, they differ from the
unstable triple points of cellular structures that are
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Figure 6: Pressure distributions on the bottom boundary of the
steady flow fields after the DJFD of 100Δt and 200Δt at θ = 32∘.
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Figure 5: Evolution of the flow field after DJFD of 200Δt at θ = 32∘. (a) t = 200Δt (the jet flow has just been turned off), (b) t = 1200Δt, (c)
t = 22800Δt, and (d) t = 36500Δt.
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continuously oscillatory. After UTHD is introduced into the
flow field, the pressure disturbance propagates downstream,
and the flow field is disturbed significantly. A new triple point
forms near the wedge tip (see Figure 2(c)) after the distur-
bance passes, and the ODW near this newly formed triple
point is slightly bow-shaped. However, the triple point con-
tinuously moves downstream and the flow field finally
recovers to very similar to its original state (compare
Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(h)), except that the steady ODW
after the disturbance has four steady triple points on its
wave surface (denoted by TP1, TP2, TP3, and TP4, respec-
tively, in Figure 2(h)). Thus, the primary triple point of
the ODW is stable to the UTHD, but the wave surface is
unstable to the UTHD.

To assess whether the aforementioned results are grid-
independent, Figure 3 shows the steady ODWs before and
after disturbed by UTHD for 64 pts/ΔI. In both the undis-
turbed and disturbed cases, the results of 64 pts/ΔI are almost
the same as that of 32 pts/ΔI (compare Figure 3(a) with
Figure 2(a) and Figure 3(b) with Figure 2(h)), except that
the slip lines of the 64 pts/ΔI are slightly clearer. Thus, 32
pts/ΔI is sufficient to reach grid convergence in this study.

Considering that the primary triple point being stable to
UTHD may be due to insufficient disturbance time, a

longer-term DJFD disturbance is introduced into the original
steady flow field at θ = 32∘. Figure 4 shows the evolution of
the flow field after DJFD that lasts for 100Δt. Clearly, the
evolution of the flow field takes longer compared to that of
UTHD because the current disturbance is no longer tran-
sient. A significant bow shock together with a triple point
forms immediately when the jet flow is introduced into the
flow field (see Figure 4(a)). However, the triple point again
moves continuously downstream. After sufficient time, the
flow field becomes the same as that of the UTHD case (com-
pare Figure 4(f) with Figure 2(h)). That is to say, for DJFD of
100Δt, the primary triple point is still stable. This indicates
that the jet flow time may be still insufficient to trigger insta-
bility of the primary triple point.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the flow field after DJFD
of 200Δt at θ = 32∘. A much stronger bow shock forms after
the jet flow is introduced (compare Figure 5(a) with
Figure 4(a)). After 36500Δt, which is sufficiently long, the
primary triple point remains located somewhere upstream
(near the wedge tip) and cannot recover to its undisturbed
state (compare Figure 5(d) with Figure 2(a)). Furthermore,
the ODW itself presents more unsteady features, including
the unsteady slip line with large-scale vortexes and another
unsteady triple point on the wave surface. Thus, for this
longer-term jet flow, the primary triple becomes unstable. It
seems that the formation of a strong bow shock or ODW
near the wedge tip is the precondition for triggering instabil-
ity of the primary triple point. Therefore, the effect of the
location and intensity of the disturbance can be further
deduced. That is, the primary triple point is stable if the loca-
tion of the disturbance is significantly far from the primary
triple point or if the intensity of the disturbance is insufficient
to form a strong bow shock or ODW near the wedge tip.
Figure 6 compares the pressure distributions on the bottom
boundary of the steady flow fields after the 100Δt- and 200
Δt-DJFD. Clearly, after the 200Δt-DJFD, there exists a
remarkable pressure jump on the wedge surface, which
indicates the reflection of the transverse shock. In the far
downstream, the pressure on the wedge surface recovers at
a similar level with the undisturbed case.

Now, we start to consider the case of θ = 31∘. Henceforth,
the detailed evolution processes of the flow fields will not be
provided since they are similar to the previous cases and we
mainly focus on the steady flow fields before and after distur-
bances. Figure 7 shows the steady flow fields before and after
UTHD of the θ = 31∘ case. Before UTHD, the ODW presents
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Figure 8: Pressure distributions on the bottom boundary of the
steady flow fields before and after UTHD at θ = 31∘.
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a smooth transition pattern with no primary triple point or
transverse shock. However, after UTHD, the transition
pattern becomes abrupt, with the existence of the primary tri-
ple point and the transverse shock. Figure 8 compares the
pressure distributions on the bottom boundary before and
after UTHD. The transverse shock of the abrupt transition
gives rise to a pressure jump on the wedge surface whereas
the smooth transition has no sudden pressure jump.

Figure 9 shows the evolution of the flow field after DJFD
that lasts for 500Δt at θ = 31∘. Although the ODW is highly
locally detached and bow-shaped near the wedge tip after
the jet flow is turned off, as shown in Figure 9(a), it finally
becomes the same as that after UTHD (compare
Figure 9(b) with Figure 7(b)). Thus, there is no upstream
moving triple point for the θ = 31∘ case.

Finally, the case of θ = 30∘ is tested. Figure 10 shows the
evolution of the flow field after DJFD of 500Δt. It is seen that
before and after the disturbance, the ODW keeps totally
unchanged. Since the 500Δt-DJFD is a much more intense
disturbance than UTHD, it is reasonable to expect that the
ODW will still be unchanged by UTHD. This means that
the ODW is absolutely stable to disturbances at θ = 30∘.

The stability of the steady ODW flow field after the
disturbance is also worth discussing. At θ = 32∘, the steady
flow field after UTHD or DJFD of 100Δt (both can trigger
wave surface instability) is stable to disturbance of the same
type but remains unstable to DJFD of 200Δt that can further
trigger the primary triple point instability. However, the
steady flow field after DJFD of 200Δt is stable to any other
kind of disturbances, suggesting that the ODW with an
upstream primary triple point is absolutely stable, just like
the case of θ = 30∘.

Although the ODW is unstable to flow disturbances in a
certain wedge angle range, it can maintain standing stabiliza-
tion on the wedge, which is beneficial to propulsive ODW
applications.

4. Conclusions

The disturbance resistance of ODWs was numerically stud-
ied in this work using the two-dimensional reactive Euler
equations with a two-step induction-reaction kinetic model.
In contrast to previous studies by other researchers [4, 12,
24–26], the present work demonstrates that an ODW is not
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Figure 9: Evolution of the flow field after DJFD of 500Δt at θ = 31∘. (a) t = 500Δt (the jet flow has just been turned off) and (b) steady state
after the disturbance.
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stable or resistant to flow disturbances under certain condi-
tions and is sensitive to the disturbance form. The ODW
tends to be stable at a smaller wedge angle and unstable at a
larger wedge angle. The unstable characteristics manifest
themselves in the ODW structure and transition pattern. In
the unstable wedge angle range, only the ODW surface and
transition pattern change after UTHD and short-term DJFD,
whereas the upstream moving of the primary triple point
occurs after long-term DJFD because a local strong detached
bow shock wave forms near the wedge tip via this kind of dis-
turbance. Although the ODW presents unstable responses to
disturbances, it maintains the standing stability after distur-
bances, which is desired for an oblique detonation engine.
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